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"It's time to meet my wrath, Scarlet Thief! Take this!" Leon ignored the Scarlet Thief s shock and instead lunged forward, sending

another surge of powerful energy his way.

"Don't get too cocky, you twat! If my guesses are correct, you must’ve some sort of armor on you that's capable of defense up to

the Intermediate Almighty State! That's the only reason you were able to even defeat me just now! it's no indicator of your true

power at all!" The Scarlet Thief snapped out of his stupor and leaped out of Leon's way nimbly.

As one of the legendary Eight Criminals, he saw plenty and could easily make the connection between Leon's power level and

his ability to block his attack.

After some thought, he finally concluded that Leon must have had some sort of armor protecting him, otherwise, he would never

have been able to hold off his attack so easily!

"You're certainly observant!" Leon scoffed but did not deny it. After all, the Scarlet Thief was telling the truth. The only reason he

was able to ambush the Scarlet Thief so easily was that he had the Mirror of Sovereign helping!

However, the Scarlet Thief got one thing wrong-the Mirror of Sovereign was a super treasure and not an ordinary one that was

only capable of defense up to the Intermediate Almighty State!

"I knew it!" after receiving confirmation from Leon, the Scarlet Thief felt relieved. After all, treasures were external and usually

only limited their use to three times during the same combat.

Although Leon managed to injure him just now, his condition was not too severe at all, and as long as he could find a way to

disarm Leon's defense, he would be able to take Leon out as easily as ABC!

"Thud! Thud! Thud!"

Even during their conversation, Leon's attack kept coming.

The Scarlet Thief, after discovering that Leon had special armor on him, did not dare to underestimate his opponent any further.

He had no choice but to continue holding off Leon's attack as best as he could while secretly scheming how to disarm Leon's

armor.

"It turns out Mister Wolf has a special armor on him! it's no wonder he was able to hold up so well during combat!" Henry and

Chandler gasped in realization when they heard Leon's statement. It turned out Leon relied on his treasure all along!

"This is a perfect opportunity, Henry! If we help President Wolf right now, we might be able to take down the Scarlet Thief once

and for all!" Chandler suggested. He could tell by now that Leon was not as weak as he initially thought. He was probably at the

Semi-Almighty State, not to mention he also had something protecting him. With this in mind, the

Scarlet Thief would be preoccupied trying to bring Leon down.

Since he and Henry were both at the Initial Almighty State, they would stand a chance of defeating the Scarlet Thief if they were

to combine forces with Leon!

"Yes, that's a good idea!" Henry agreed. The Scarlet Thief killed his loved ones, and he long dreamed of the day he could

avenge their deaths!

Now that Leon was able to hold the Scarlet Thief off, he and Chandler could combine forces, increasing their chances of

defeating the Scarlet Thief once and for all!

Chandler's suggestion seemed like the perfect idea!

However, just as they were about to attack, Leon stopped them in their tracks!
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